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Extratropical North Atlantic cooling has been tied to droughts over the Sahel in both 3 
paleoclimate observations and modeling studies. This study, which uses an atmospheric 4 
general circulation model (GCM) coupled to a slab ocean model that simulates this 5 
connection, explores the hypothesis that the extratropical North Atlantic cooling causes 6 
the Sahel droughts via an atmospheric teleconnection mediated by tropospheric cooling.  7 
The drying is also produced in a regional climate model simulation of the Sahel when 8 
reductions in air temperature (and associated geopotential height and humidity changes) 9 
from the GCM simulation are imposed as the lateral boundary conditions. This latter 10 
simulation explicitly demonstrates the central role of tropospheric cooling in mediating 11 
the atmospheric teleconnection from extratropical North Atlantic cooling. 12 
Diagnostic analyses are applied to the GCM simulation to infer teleconnection 13 
mechanisms. An analysis of top of atmosphere radiative flux changes diagnosed with a 14 
radiative kernel technique shows that extratropical North Atlantic cooling is augmented 15 
by a positive low cloud feedback and advected downstream, cooling Europe and North 16 
Africa. The cooling over North Africa is further amplified by a reduced greenhouse effect 17 
from decreased atmospheric specific humidity. A moisture budget analysis shows that the 18 
direct moisture effect and monsoon weakening, both tied to the ambient cooling and 19 
resulting circulation changes, and feedbacks by vertical circulation and evaporation 20 
augment the rainfall reduction. Cooling over the Tropical North Atlantic in response to 21 
the prescribed extratropical cooling also augments the Sahel drying. Taken together, they 22 
suggest a thermodynamic pathway for the teleconnection.  23 
3 
The teleconnection may also be applicable to understanding the North Atlantic 24 
influence on Sahel rainfall over the 20th century. 25 
Keywords: North Atlantic cooling, Sahel, atmospheric teleconnection, monsoon  26 
4 
1.    Introduction  27 
The Sahel region of Africa experienced megadroughts in both the recent and distant past. 28 
Drought conditions periodically occurred throughout the late glacial period and the 29 
Holocene, each event lasting from decades to several hundred years (Mulitza et al. 2008; 30 
Shanahan et al. 2009). More recently, a severe Sahel drought occurred in the late 31 
twentieth century, starting as an abrupt reduction in summer rainfall in the 1960’s, and 32 
lasting for over two decades with limited recovery to date (e.g. Nicholson 1979; Folland 33 
et al. 1986). The megadroughts during the later stages of the last glacial period (~50,000 34 
to 14,000 B.P.) have been tied to abrupt cold events over the North Atlantic (Wang et al. 35 
2001; Mulitza et al. 2008; Shanahan et al. 2009; Niedermeyer et al. 2009; Stager et al. 36 
2011). The link between North Atlantic cooling and African droughts persisted during the 37 
Holocene, albeit at a weaker level (Shanahan et al. 2009).  38 
 Variation in the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) is thought 39 
to be the leading cause of the North Atlantic abrupt climate changes. A slowdown of the 40 
AMOC reduces the ocean heat transport into the North Atlantic, cooling the extratropical 41 
North Atlantic in particular where the mean ocean heat transport convergence occurs. 42 
This hypothesis was first proposed by Broecker et al. (1985), and subsequently supported 43 
by many other studies (see Alley 2007 for a review). Moreover, simulations of the 44 
AMOC slowdown in various coupled climate models (e.g. Vellinga and Wood 2002; 45 
Zhang and Delworth 2005; Cheng et al. 2007; Chiang and Friedman 2012) all show 46 
global climate impacts including a drying of the Sahel, similar to what is inferred from 47 
paleodata (an example can be seen in Figure 5 of Chiang and Friedman 2012). Thus, 48 
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there is strong model evidence for a causal link between the North Atlantic cooling and 49 
Sahel drought.  50 
Previous studies have led to a hypothesis that atmospheric teleconnections of 51 
extratropical North Atlantic cooling cause the impacts in the Sahel seen in AMOC 52 
slowdown experiments (see Chiang and Friedman 2012 for a review). Motivation for this 53 
hypothesis comes from the fact that an atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) 54 
coupled to a slab ocean, with cooling prescribed in the extratropical North Atlantic (50-55 
70°N) is able to produce very similar global climate changes as in AMOC slowdown 56 
experiments. An example simulation using the Community Atmosphere Model 3-slab 57 
ocean is shown in Fig. 1. (The simulation is described in detail in Chiang and Friedman 58 
2012.) The simulation shows intense cooling over the extratropical North Atlantic that 59 
extends over the whole Northern Hemisphere (NH), in particular to North Africa (Fig. 60 
1a), and a strong rainfall reduction over the Sahel. A significant weakening of the 61 
monsoon winds occurs over North Africa as indicated by the anomalous northeasterly 62 
wind (Fig. 1b), co-incident with a meridional pressure gradient anomaly between the 63 
anomalous high pressure to the north, and low pressure to the south. The model results 64 
thus show a continental climate change primarily in temperature and sea level pressure 65 
(SLP), which may act to bridge the extratropical North Atlantic cooling to the rainfall 66 
reduction over the Sahel. 67 
The mechanism for this atmospheric teleconnection is however still not known; 68 
this is the focus of our study. Our approach is centered on the temperature and SLP 69 
changes over the Sahara, north of the Sahel, that are apparent in the above simulations. 70 
Previous studies support the idea that temperature and (consequently) SLP over North 71 
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Africa alters Sahel rainfall. Haarsma et al. (2005) found in observations that Sahel 72 
rainfall was related to mean SLP over the Sahara, the latter in turn was related to surface 73 
temperatures over North Africa. Biasutti et al. (2009) argued, based on lead–lag 74 
correlation, that variation in the Sahara SLP caused variation in the Sahel rainfall. A 75 
cursory examination of climate changes associated with Sahara temperature supports this 76 
association: the left column of Fig. 2 shows the difference of precipitation, surface 77 
temperature and SLP over the North Atlantic and North Africa for July to September 78 
between the eight coldest and eight warmest periods in the Sahara since 1979. It shows 79 
that a colder Sahara is accompanied by higher Sahara SLP and reduced Sahel rainfall 80 
(and increased rainfall along the Guinea Coast). The cooling over the Sahara may weaken 81 
the land-sea contrast and thus the monsoon flow. In addition, advection of air with low 82 
moist static energy (MSE) limits the northward extent of the land convection zone by 83 
displacing high MSE air that favors deep convection, a process known as the 84 
“ventilation” mechanism (Chou et al. 2001). The intrusion of low MSE resulting from 85 
cooling in the north may thus reduce rainfall over the Sahel. Taken together, these results 86 
suggest that cooling in North Africa driven by extratropical North Atlantic cooling can 87 
reduce the rainfall over the Sahel, possibly by weakening the land-sea thermal contrast 88 
and reducing the MSE. 89 
Our study analyzes the AGCM-slab ocean simulation which produces a reduction 90 
in Sahel rainfall in response to prescribed extratropical North Atlantic cooling, with the 91 
goal of developing a mechanistic view of this teleconnection. We hypothesize that the 92 
North Atlantic influence is communicated to the Sahel through cooling air temperatures 93 
over North Africa. We show the plausibility of our temperature hypothesis by showing 94 
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that the Sahel rainfall in a regional climate model (RCM) simulation is reduced when we 95 
impose tropospheric cooling (and related geopotential height and humidity changes) in 96 
the lateral boundary conditions of the model over the North African region. We then 97 
apply various diagnostic analyses on the AGCM model simulation, including a moisture 98 
budget analysis over West Africa. We also analyze radiative feedback and atmospheric 99 
energy transport to determine how extratropical North Atlantic cooling is communicated 100 
to lower latitudes. Ultimately, our goal is to understand how and why North Atlantic 101 
stadials are linked to rainfall change over the Sahel during past climates, and also to see if 102 
such mechanisms are applicable to today’s climate. 103 
In the next section, we describe the GCM and the RCM experiments and analysis 104 
methods. This is followed by an analysis of the general climate response to extratropical 105 
cooling in the GCM in Section 3. We then present results from the RCM in Section 4. In 106 
section 5, we show how the North African cooling and extratropical North Atlantic 107 
cooling are sustained from an energy budget perspective. The moisture budget of the 108 
simulated Sahel rainfall response in the GCM is presented in Section 6. The results are 109 
summarized and discussed in Section 7. 110 
2.    Experiments and methods 111 
a. Experiments 112 
We use the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Atmosphere 113 
Model version 3.5 (CAM3.5) coupled to a fixed-depth slab ocean model, which interacts 114 
thermodynamically with the atmosphere, but has no representation of ocean dynamics 115 
(Collins et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2010). The atmospheric model is configured with 26 116 
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vertical levels, and 64x128 horizontal grids. A monthly-varying ‘Q-flux’ is derived from 117 
surface fluxes extracted from a fixed-SST simulation forced with global SST 118 
climatology, and applied to the model slab. All greenhouse gas and aerosol forcings are 119 
constant as present day values.  120 
The slab ocean model is required, as the thermodynamic ocean-atmosphere 121 
interaction is essential to communicating the extratropical influence to the tropics 122 
(Chiang and Bitz 2005). We use the base configuration described above to undertake two 123 
sets of simulations. In the first set, we replace the slab ocean in the North Atlantic over 124 
the 45°-60° latitude band with climatological monthly-varying SSTs, and run this 125 
configuration to equilibrium. In the second set, we also apply fixed SSTs over the same 126 
North Atlantic region, but uniformly cool the applied SST by 2K. The applied cooling is 127 
less than half of the typical estimates of extratropical North Atlantic SST changes from 128 
interstadials to stadials (~4-6K, van Kreveld et al. 2000), but is sufficient to force a 129 
significant reduction in Sahel rainfall (see Section 3). Both simulations are run for 60 130 
years, and the climatology of the last 20 years is used for analysis. The difference 131 
between the climatologies is used as the response to the extratropical cooling. The GCM 132 
anomalies are shown as the July-August-September (JAS) average in the following 133 
sections. 134 
To explicitly show that the cooling over Sahara (and related low MSE) can drive a 135 
Sahel rainfall decrease, we apply the cooling to the lateral boundary condition in a 136 
regional model simulation of the Sahel. The regional model allows us to isolate the 137 
impact of atmospheric cooling anomalies from the Sahara on the Sahel, enabling us to 138 
directly test the hypothesis that extratropical North Atlantic cooling leads to Sahel rainfall 139 
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reduction through cooling the Sahara. We use the NCAR Weather Research and 140 
Forecasting Model (WRF; Skamarock et al. 2008) version 3.3. It is a non-hydrostatic 141 
model with 28 vertical levels, with the top of the atmosphere set to 50 hPa. The domain 142 
chosen for the simulation is from 16.9°W to 39.9°E and from 30.7°S to 29.3°N, 143 
incorporating the whole of Africa and in particular the Sahara.  144 
The choice of horizontal resolution and physics options basically follows that of 145 
the WRF simulation of North Africa by Patricola and Cook (2010). The horizontal 146 
resolution used is 90 km, and the physics schemes are the Mellor-Yamada-Janjic 147 
planetary boundary-layer scheme (Janjic 1994), the Monin-Obukhov Janjic surface-layer 148 
scheme (Monin and Obukhov 1954; Janjic 1994; Janjic 1996; Janjic 2002), the Purdue 149 
Lin microphysics scheme (Lin et al. 1983), and the RUC land-surface model (Smirnova 150 
et al. 1997). Patricola and Cook (2010) showed that WRF with these options is able to 151 
simulate a sufficiently accurate climatology over the Sahel. We use the Zhang-McFarlane 152 
cumulus scheme (Zhang and Mcfarlane 1995), which differs from Patricola and Cook 153 
(2010) but is the same convection scheme used in our CAM3.5 AGCM simulations. We 154 
also use newer radiation schemes that are available in WRF version 3, the RRTMG 155 
longwave and shortwave scheme (Mlawer et al. 1997). The simulation time step is 180 156 
seconds.  157 
The National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) –Department of 158 
Energy (DOE) Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP-II) reanalysis (R-2) 159 
6-hourly data (Kanamitsu et al. 2002) are used to specify the lateral boundary conditions 160 
for the control simulation. Monthly temperature, geopotential height, and relative 161 
humidity anomalies from the GCM runs are then added to the 6-hour reanalysis data for 162 
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the cooling simulation. The anomalies are added only at the northern boundary (and the 163 
relaxation zone) of the domain, since the purpose of the WRF simulation is to test our 164 
hypothesis that it is through modifying atmospheric temperature/energy over the Sahara 165 
that extratropical North Atlantic influences Sahel rainfall. Climatological skin 166 
temperature in the reanalysis data is used for SST. SST changes are not the focus of our 167 
study; and since the land makes up most of the domain, SST has little influence in our 168 
simulations. For both the control and cooling simulations, we conduct an ensemble of 10 169 
runs, starting from June 2 of each year from 2000 to 2009 and ending on September 2 of 170 
the following year. We run each simulation for fifteen months in order for the soil 171 
moisture to spin up, as soil moisture spin-up is important in the semi-arid Sahel region. 172 
The daily data from July and August of the following year are averaged as the summer 173 
climate. We averaged the ten summer climates separately for the control and cooling 174 
runs, and examined their differences. 175 
b. Diagnosis 176 
Two sets of diagnostic analyses are applied to the GCM simulation. In order to 177 
understand the communication of the cooling from the extratropical North Atlantic to 178 
other regions, we diagnose the atmospheric energy budget by examining both the top of 179 
atmosphere (TOA) energy flux and the atmospheric energy transport. We utilize a 180 
radiative kernel technique to separate changes of the TOA energy budget due to 181 
individual component changes (Soden et al. 2008): 182 
    𝛿𝑅 ≈ ∑
𝜕𝑅
𝜕𝑋𝑖
𝛿𝑋𝑖𝑖 ,    (1) 183 
where R is the change in TOA energy flux, and terms inside the summation designate 184 
the change of R due to individual component Xi, including surface temperature Ts, 185 
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atmospheric temperature T, water vapor q, surface albedo and clouds C. The 186 
differential ∂R/∂Xi, which represents the change in TOA energy flux due to a unit change 187 
in each component, is the radiative kernel. Kernels for q and C are further split into 188 
shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW). We use radiative kernels calculated in CAM3 189 
(Shell et al. 2008; Soden et al. 2008) for all components but clouds. TOA energy flux 190 
change due to clouds is calculated as the adjusted cloud radiative forcing (CRF), defined 191 
as the difference between the TOA all-sky and clear-sky fluxes, with changes of CRF 192 
caused solely by non-cloud components removed (Shell et al. 2008). We also calculate 193 
the horizontal advection of MSE to examine how circulations adjust to balance the 194 
prescribed cooling and TOA radiative flux changes. 195 
In order to understand the Sahel rainfall response to extratropical cooling, we 196 
diagnose the vertically integrated moisture budget equation as in Chou and Neelin (2004) 197 
and Chou et al. (2009) but with some modification: 198 
  𝛿𝑃 ≈ − 〈𝜔
𝜕𝛿𝑞
𝜕𝑝
〉 − 〈𝐯 ⋅ 𝛁𝛿𝑞〉 − 〈𝛿𝜔
𝜕𝑞
𝜕𝑝
〉 + 〈𝛿𝐯 ⋅ 𝛁𝑞〉 + 𝛿𝐸,   (2) 199 
where 〈. 〉 denotes vertical mass integration through the troposphere, and P, , q, p, E and 200 
v denote precipitation, pressure velocity, specific humidity, pressure, evaporation, and 201 
horizontal velocity, respectively. The total rainfall change, P, thus can be approximated 202 
by the summation of 1) anomalous vertical moisture transport associated with anomalous 203 
moisture q, 2) anomalous horizontal moisture transport associated with anomalous 204 
moisture q, 3) anomalous vertical moisture transport associated with anomalous vertical 205 
flow , 4) anomalous horizontal moisture transport associated with anomalous 206 
horizontal flow v and 5) anomalous evaporation, as shown from left to right respectively 207 
in the right hand side (RHS) of the equation above. 208 
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3.    Climate response to extratropical North Atlantic cooling 209 
a. Climate response over the Atlantic and North Africa 210 
Surface temperature and SLP are closely related to the Sahel rainfall in both observations 211 
and model simulations (Haarsma et al. 2005; Biasutti et al. 2009; Liu and Chiang 2012); 212 
therefore we begin presenting the GCM-simulated JAS averaged climate response to 213 
extratropical North Atlantic cooling by showing those three fields (right column of Fig. 214 
2). In the control run, the oceanic ITCZ is located north of the equator over the Atlantic, 215 
extending into northeast Brazil and the west coast of the Sahel. Prescribed extratropical 216 
North Atlantic cooling in turn leads to a cooling of the North Tropical Atlantic SST and a 217 
southward displacement of the Atlantic ITCZ; these responses are well-known (e.g. 218 
Chiang and Bitz 2005). Precipitation in the Sahel is reduced by over 25% in response to 219 
the cooling, with a maximum anomaly of over 1 mm/day (Fig. 2d). Temperatures to the 220 
north and west of the Sahel are colder, with a ~1K surface cooling across the midlatitude 221 
Atlantic and Europe (Fig. 2e). The cooling south of 40°N, though smaller, extends all the 222 
way to near the equator over the ocean, and to the boundary between the Sahara and the 223 
Sahel over North Africa. The maximum cooling over the Sahara is more than 0.5 K, and 224 
located near the simulated heat low around 20°N. Over the Sahel, temperatures are 225 
warmer in association with reduced rainfall, which supports a reduced evaporative 226 
cooling and increased solar radiation at the surface.  227 
SLP over the Sahara is also increased in association with the North Atlantic 228 
cooling (Fig. 2f); this response is likely causally linked to the cooling (discussed later). 229 
The pressure increase over North Africa peaks near the climatological Sahara Low with a 230 
magnitude of ~1 hPa, leading to decreased meridional SLP contrast between the Sahara 231 
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and the Gulf of Guinea. Overall, a broad cooling and coincident SLP increase appear over 232 
the Atlantic and North Africa, and rainfall is reduced over the Sahel with a slight increase 233 
over the Guinean Coast, consistent with results from previous studies on extratropical 234 
North Atlantic cooling (e.g. Mulitza et al. 2008; Liu and Chiang 2012). The simulated 235 
response in North African climate to extratropical North Atlantic cooling resembles the 236 
observed difference of climate in cold and warm Sahara periods (left column of Fig. 2), 237 
lending confidence to our hypothesis that temperature over the Sahara broadcasts the 238 
extratropical signal to the Sahel. 239 
Extratropical North Atlantic SST cooling induces changes in atmospheric 240 
temperature, specific humidity, and clouds, which exert feedbacks to the initial 241 
temperature change by altering the TOA energy budget. We present these changes of in 242 
Fig. 3. Mean tropospheric temperature, defined as the mass-weighted vertical average of 243 
atmospheric temperature from the surface to 100mb, broadly decreases in the domain 244 
(Fig. 3a). Mean tropospheric specific humidity, calculated similarly to mean tropospheric 245 
temperature, decreases in response to the cooling (Fig. 3b), following the Clausius–246 
Clapeyron relation in regions where relative humidity varies little, especially north of the 247 
Sahel. The drop in humidity appears to peak over convective regions, in particular in the 248 
Sahel where mean tropospheric humidity is reduced by about 0.3 g/kg; this is consistent 249 
with the reduction in convection there. Changes in both mean tropospheric temperature 250 
and humidity (and also geopotential height which is small, not shown) result in a 251 
substantial decrease in MSE (Fig. 3c), with two maxima corresponding to the maximum 252 
change of temperature in the extratropics, and of humidity in the Sahel.  253 
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In the extratropics, cooler SST over the North Atlantic favors boundary layer 254 
inversions, leading to an increase in low clouds (surface to 700 mb, Fig. 3d). In the 255 
tropics, low clouds decrease over the Sahel in association with the reduction in 256 
convection. High clouds (400mb to the model top) decrease over both the northern ocean 257 
and the Sahel and increase over the southern edge of climatological ITCZ and northeast 258 
Brazil, in accordance with the rainfall change (Fig. 3e). The change in middle clouds 259 
(700 mb to 400 mb) generally follows that of low clouds except for a slight decrease over 260 
the extratropical North Atlantic (not shown). 261 
b. Vertical profile of climate anomalies over North Africa 262 
The GCM-simulated Sahelian rainfall reduction in response to extratropical North 263 
Atlantic cooling largely results from anomalous convection and monsoonal flow. We 264 
present vertical profiles of the circulation, temperature and humidity anomalies from the 265 
cooling minus control GCM simulations to illustrate this point (Fig. 4). All fields are 266 
averaged between 10°W and 30°E. Substantial cooling reaches 20°N, with a maximum of 267 
more than 0.7K in the middle troposphere (Fig. 4a). The strong cooling over the Sahara 268 
results in a meridional temperature gradient anomaly. Over the Sahel between 10°N and 269 
20°N, a vertical dipole is seen with warming near the surface and cooling in the middle 270 
and upper troposphere. The dipole is likely a consequence of the increase in the Bowen 271 
ratio at the surface and the suppression of deep convection; combined, they lead to less 272 
water vapor being evaporated into the atmosphere from the surface and brought to the 273 
middle troposphere for condensation, while more heat warms the lower troposphere in 274 
the form of sensible heat. The specific humidity is reduced considerably over North 275 
Africa and the reduction is largely confined to the lower troposphere, consistent with the 276 
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reduction of convection there (Fig. 4b). The magnitude of change generally reaches 0.3 277 
g/kg, and can exceed 0.5 g/kg in the lower troposphere over the Sahel.  278 
The vertical wind anomaly shows a 20% increase in subsidence north of the Sahel 279 
and a decrease in ascent over the Sahel (Fig. 4c). The substantial sinking anomaly near 280 
the climatological subsidence zone over the Sahara acts to balance the cooling through 281 
adiabatic compression. Over the Sahel, there is a dipole with enhanced (weakened) uplift 282 
below (above) 800mb, indicating decreased deep convection and a slight enhancement of 283 
shallow thermal convection.  284 
The upper level tropical easterly jet (TEJ) at 200mb, with a climatological core 285 
around 10°N, induces upper level divergence and thus lower level convergence and 286 
convection (Nicholson 2009). In the experiment, the TEJ is weakened in response to the 287 
negative temperature gradient (Fig. 4d), similar to the observed circulation change in 288 
Sahel dry years as found by Nicholson (2009).  289 
The mid-level African easterly jet (AEJ) is only vaguely simulated at 600mb 290 
around 17°N in the control run. A strong easterly anomaly, however, appears at 12°N 291 
between 500mb and 800mb in the experiment, suggesting a southward shift and 292 
strengthening of the AEJ. The easterly anomaly is likely caused by the positive 293 
temperature gradient as a result of the low-level warming between 10°N and 20°N (Fig. 294 
4a). Grist and Nicholson (2001) found in observations that the AEJ induces cyclonic 295 
(anticyclonic) shear to its south (north) and that a southward AEJ shift likely displaces 296 
the rainbelt southward, thus reducing the rainfall over the Sahel. Cook (1999) and 297 
Patricola and Cook (2008) found that changes in the AEJ, which depend on the 298 
meridional temperature/soil moisture gradients, can also reduce rainfall by transporting 299 
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moisture away from the Sahel. Therefore, a positive feedback exists in our simulation: as 300 
a rainfall decrease reduces soil moisture and thus leads to surface warming, a consequent 301 
positive temperature gradient in the low level strengthens the AEJ and displaces it 302 
southward, which in turn further reduces rainfall over the Sahel.   303 
The southwesterly monsoon flow, which extends to 800mb climatologically, is 304 
weakened by up to 30% in the lower troposphere (Fig. 4d and 4e), probably due to the 305 
diminished meridional temperature/pressure gradient. Climatological northerlies from the 306 
Sahara converge with the monsoon flow over the Sahel. The strengthened northerlies in 307 
the cooling simulation bring anomalously dry and cool air to the Sahel, weakening the 308 
low-level convergence and shifting it southward. 309 
4.    Testing the temperature hypothesis using a WRF 310 
simulation of the Sahel 311 
While the GCM-modeled Sahel climate response is consistent with the influence of 312 
atmospheric and surface cooling over the Sahara, it does not demonstrate causality. We 313 
explicitly show that the cooling can drive a rainfall decrease over the Sahel, by applying 314 
temperature, humidity, and geopotential height anomalies as exterior boundary condition 315 
in a WRF simulation of the Sahel. With those GCM anomalies applied only to the 316 
northern boundary of the RCM domain, the WRF simulation produces a response in 317 
Sahel climate to Sahara tropospheric cooling comparable to the response in Sahel climate 318 
to extratropical North Atlantic cooling in the GCM. The simulated precipitation anomaly 319 
(Fig. 5a) exhibits finer structures due to the higher resolution of the WRF model, but the 320 
overall change resembles that in the GCM. Drying with a maximum of over 1 mm/day 321 
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appears between 10°N and 20°N over North Africa; both the location and magnitude of 322 
this drying are comparable to the GCM response (Fig. 2d). Scattered drying and wetting 323 
are shown south of the Sahel in WRF, leading to a neutral or slightly positive overall 324 
precipitation change as in the GCM. The overall precipitation change, in particular the 325 
substantial decrease in the Sahel, suggests a retreat of the monsoon convection, consistent 326 
with the ventilation mechanism where low MSE from the north limits the extent of land 327 
convection. Precipitation north of 10°N along the west coast, which is influenced by the 328 
oceanic ITCZ (Fig. 2d), exhibits little change, as change in SST is not taken into account 329 
in the WRF simulation. 330 
The regional model also reproduces the surface temperature and pressure response 331 
to atmospheric cooling (Fig. 5b and 5c) with magnitudes comparable to those in the 332 
GCM experiment. Cooling spreads from the northern boundary of the domain to the 333 
vicinity of Sahel, where the surface warms as a result of the rainfall reduction. As WRF 334 
does not output SLP, we take surface pressure instead for comparison. The surface 335 
pressure in WRF (Fig. 5c), similar to the SLP in the GCM (Fig. 2f), increases over the 336 
Sahara, reducing the strength of the Sahara Low and thus the pressure gradient between 337 
North Africa and the tropical Atlantic. 338 
Vertical profiles of the WRF-simulated wind anomalies, averaged from 10°W to 339 
30°E are shown in Fig. 5 (compare to the GCM fields in figure 4). The WRF responses to 340 
prescribed anomalies relevant to cooling on the northern lateral boundary condition are 341 
largely comparable to those of the GCM simulation, except that since the mean Sahel 342 
uplift region is located somewhat north (~20°N) of the GCM uplift region (~17°N), the 343 
WRF anomalies are similarly shifted. The sinking anomaly north of 20°N and the vertical 344 
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dipole over the Sahel are apparent in WRF simulation (Fig. 5d), although the near-surface 345 
uplift anomaly south of 20°N looks deeper in WRF than in the GCM. The response of the 346 
zonal wind (Fig. 5e) in the upper troposphere, which basically follows the thermal wind, 347 
is identical with that in CAM (Fig. 4d). However, unlike the anomalous low-level 348 
northerlies south of 30°N in the GCM, WRF exhibits anomalous low-level northerlies 349 
from 15°N-30°N, and anomalous low-level southerlies to the south of 15°N (compare 350 
Fig. 5f and 4e). As a consequence, there is a slight southward shift of the low-level 351 
convergence center toward the Guinea Coast, bringing about the anomalous low-level 352 
convergence around 18°N and compensating divergence around the 600mb level. The 353 
shifted convergence is weaker and the convection is shallower in the cooling simulation 354 
compared with the climatology, consistent with the reduction in rainfall. 355 
Differences in details aside, anomalies relevant to cooling from CAM3.5 forced 356 
only at the northern lateral boundary of the WRF domain generally simulate the Sahel 357 
rainfall reduction and associated temperature, pressure, and circulation changes as in the 358 
GCM experiment which is forced with extratropical North Atlantic SST cooling. Our 359 
WRF simulation thus provides strong evidence that the Sahel rainfall changes in the 360 
GCM experiment result from large-scale cooling in tropospheric temperatures north of 361 
the Sahel.  362 
5.    How is the cooling communicated and maintained? 363 
Cooling over the Sahara is key to our proposed teleconnection.  It then begs the question 364 
of how the temperature changes are communicated from the high-latitude North Atlantic. 365 
We have shown that the prescribed 2K SST cooling in the extratropical North Atlantic 366 
causes significant cooling in the Atlantic sector, with a magnitude generally larger than 367 
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1K in the midlatitude Atlantic and Europe, and as much as 0.5K near the Sahel. How is 368 
such a strong cooling response maintained both near and far from the source?   369 
We first explore this question by evaluating the radiative feedbacks that help 370 
amplify and maintain the cooling far from its source region.  TOA radiative flux 371 
anomalies in response to the North Atlantic cooling in the GCM simulations are shown in 372 
Fig. 6, separated into contributions by cloud, moisture, and temperature changes 373 
(downward is positive, so negative values mean energy loss and thus more cooling of the 374 
atmosphere, acting as a positive feedback). As shown in Fig. 3, a sizable increase of low 375 
clouds, presumably stratus, appears over the ocean in association with prescribed cooling; 376 
this is likely due to the surface-cooling induced boundary layer inversion. The stratus 377 
cloud cover exerts a strong positive feedback by reflecting more SW than it absorbs LW 378 
(Fig. 6a and 6c). This cooling effect dominates in the extratropics. On the other hand, 379 
cloud cover decreases over North Africa, in particular over the Sahel, consistent with the 380 
reduced convection there. Reduced cloud cover allows for more incoming SW to the 381 
atmosphere but also leads to more outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) (Fig. 6a and 6c). 382 
The two competing effects largely cancel, leaving a slight SW gain over the Sahel, which 383 
partially contributes to the surface warming. Overall, cloud feedbacks are positive and 384 
dominant in extratropics, but relatively weak in tropics (Fig. 6e). 385 
A negative LW flux anomaly due to reduced tropospheric humidity appears across 386 
the North Atlantic and into Europe and North Africa (Fig. 6b), leading to a considerable 387 
increase in clear-sky OLR, a major positive radiative feedback in tropics. Water vapor is 388 
also a SW absorber and thus contributes to a small positive feedback to cooling from 389 
reducing shortwave absorption (not shown). Maximum cooling from the LW moisture 390 
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feedback is collocated over the Sahel with the maximum of water vapor reduction. 391 
Another positive feedback involves the surface albedo change (not shown), as the 392 
brighter surface reflects SW as more ice forms in high latitudes. Decreased incoming SW 393 
due to albedo is also found over the Sahel, with a smaller magnitude than that in high 394 
latitudes.  395 
Taken together, total clouds, moisture, and surface albedo yield an overall 396 
positive feedback in the Atlantic sector, as well as over North Africa (Fig. 6f). In 397 
particular, the positive SW cloud feedback dominates in the extratropics whereas the 398 
positive LW moisture feedback prevails in the tropics. All the positive feedbacks lead to 399 
further energy loss in addition to the prescribed cooling, and such energy loss requires a 400 
decrease in surface and tropospheric temperature and change in lapse rate to compensate 401 
by reducing OLR (Fig. 6d).  402 
To better quantify the significance of the cloud and water vapor feedback on 403 
enhancing atmospheric cooling, we estimate the atmospheric temperature anomalies 404 
associated with those feedbacks. We start with the vertically integrated energy budget, 405 
which, in equilibrium, is 406 
   0 =  𝛿𝐹𝐴 + 𝛿𝐹𝑠 + 𝛿𝑅 ,    (3) 407 
where 𝛿𝐹𝐴 is anomalous horizontal heat convergence, 𝛿𝐹𝑠 is anomalous surface flux into 408 
the atmosphere (which is nonzero over the extratropical North Atlantic in our 409 
simulation), and 𝛿𝑅 is the change in TOA energy flux. Expanding 𝛿𝑅 as in equation (1), 410 
and rearranging the above equation give 411 




(𝛿𝑅𝑐 + 𝛿𝑅𝑤𝑙𝑤 + 𝛿𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝛿𝐹𝐴 + 𝛿𝐹𝑠). (4) 412 
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The first three terms in the parentheses on the RHS are the TOA energy flux 413 
anomalies related to total cloud feedback, 𝛿𝑅𝑐, LW water vapor feedback, 𝛿𝑅𝑤𝑙𝑤, and all 414 
other feedbacks, 𝛿𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡, respectively. Each energy flux anomaly in the parentheses is 415 
divided by the vertical integral of the air temperature kernel, ∂R/∂T, to yield the partial 416 
temperature change of a “slab” atmosphere due to the anomaly. We present the first two 417 
terms on the RHS of equation (4), partial temperature changes due to clouds and water 418 
vapor, in Fig. 6g and 6h. As the spatial variance of the temperature kernel is small (not 419 
shown), the spatial pattern of the feedback-derived air temperature change generally 420 
follows the TOA flux anomalies, but the magnitude is three times as large as the 421 
simulated mean tropospheric temperature anomaly (Fig. 3a). The temperature decrease 422 
due to cloud feedbacks is over 2K in most of the extratropical North Atlantic, with a 423 
maximum of over 4K; whereas the maximum modeled mean tropospheric temperature 424 
cooling is ~1K; the water vapor feedback dominates in the tropics, in particular over 425 
North Africa, and the consequent partial temperature change is slightly larger than that in 426 
the simulation.  427 
We now examine how the energy transport by the atmopheric circulation adjusts 428 
to balance the TOA radiative flux changes. We calculate the change in the horizontal 429 
advection of MSE (Fig. 7a), decomposed into contributions by anomalous MSE 430 
advection by the climatological flow (Fig. 7b), and advection of climatological MSE by 431 
the anomalous flow (Fig. 7c). The residual, mainly consisting of the non-linear term, is 432 
small and thus neglected. Overall, horizontal MSE advection propagates cooling from the 433 
extratropical North Atlantic downstream - to Europe, the subtropical North Atlantic, and 434 
North Africa (Fig. 7a). The magnitude much larger than that of the radiative feedbacks. 435 
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The low MSE advection is completed mainly by the climatological westerlies in the 436 
extratropics (Fig. 7b), and by anomalous northely flow over North Africa (Fig. 7c). The 437 
advection further decomposed into contributions from each component of MSE, reveals 438 
that over the Sahara the cooling is induced by cold air invasion, while in the Sahel it is 439 
caused by decreased latent heat energy input from weakened monsoon flow (not shown). 440 
Intrusion of air with low moist static energy (MSE) to the subtropics limits the 441 
poleward extent of the continental convergence zone by displacing high MSE air that 442 
favors deep convection, a mechanism known as ventilation (Chou et al. 2001). If the 443 
advection of low MSE air into North Africa is indeed the mechanism for the Sahel 444 
rainfall reduction, can the Tropical North Atlantic – which also cools in response to 445 
imposed extratropical North Atlantic cooling – act to augment drying over the Sahel?  In 446 
order to test this, we perform two idealized simulations: in the first, we apply 447 
extratropical North Atlantic cooling but keep the Tropical North Atlantic SST fixed to the 448 
climatology (by replacing the slab ocean there with prescribed SST); in the second, we 449 
prescribe SST cooling only over the Tropical North Atlantic at the same level as in the 450 
‘usual’ slab-ocean simulation with extratropical North Atlantic cooling.  Thus, the first 451 
simulation tests the teleconnection without the Tropical North Atlantic SST feedback, 452 
and the second is the feedback contribution. The results (figures not shown) show that the 453 
Tropical North Atlantic SST feedback does indeed augment the Sahel drying, but the 454 
majority (over two thirds) of the drying is achieved without this feedback. This result is 455 
consistent with the ventilation argument, as the westerlies are stronger in the midlatitudes 456 
whereas in the tropics the climatological flow is easterly.        457 
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In summary, radiative feedbacks, tropical SST feedbacks, and atmospheric 458 
transport cooperate to communicate extratropical cooling to the Sahel. Extratropical 459 
North Atlantic cooling - augmented by a positive low cloud feedback - is advected 460 
downstream by the climatological midlatitude westerlies, cooling Europe and North 461 
Africa. Circulation changes over North Africa further reduce the MSE, by importing cold 462 
air and countering the advection of latent heat energy from the monsoon flow. Cooling 463 
over North Africa is further amplified by a reduced greenhouse effect from decreased 464 
atmsopheric specific humidity.  Finally, a cooler Tropical North Atlantic also acts to 465 
augment drying over the Sahel. 466 
6.    Moisture budget analysis of the Sahel rainfall response 467 
Our results thus far point strongly to cooling north of the Sahel as the cause of the Sahel 468 
rainfall change. In this section we diagnose the moisture budget over the Sahel in the 469 
GCM simulation, to infer how the rainfall changes are linked to the cooling. 470 
a. Moisture budget analysis 471 
Fig. 8 shows each term of the vertically-integrated moisture budget from the RHS of 472 
equation (2) (note these terms, factoring in the latent heat of vaporization, are plotted in 473 
energy units, W m-2). Changes in specific humidity contribute considerably to the 474 
reduction of rainfall over the Sahel (Fig. 8a and 8b), and its effect is mainly through 475 
vertical transport anomalies. Humidity decreases primarily in the lower troposphere, 476 
resulting in a negative vertical moisture gradient anomaly (Fig. 4b). Therefore over the 477 
Sahel (a region of mean ascending motion) this term leads to drying (Fig. 8a). The 478 
reverse effect - that a weakened vertical humidity gradient makes the downward transport 479 
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less arid - holds for subsidence regions of the Sahara. The humidity exhibits a positive 480 
meridional gradient anomaly over North Africa, as the Sahel dries out more than the 481 
Sahara (Fig. 3b). With the climatological wind being northerly at the boundary between 482 
the Sahara and Sahel, the humidity anomaly wets the transition zone (Fig. 8b). 483 
The term of the largest magnitude on the RHS of equation (2) is the anomalous 484 
vertical moisture transport caused by the sinking anomaly (Fig. 8c). The dipole at the 485 
very western edge of the Sahel with a negative anomaly in the north and positive 486 
anomaly in the south marks the southward shift of the Atlantic marine ITCZ. Further 487 
inland, such a dipole-like signature is only seen in Central and East Africa, with the rest 488 
of the area being dominated by near-uniform drying. 489 
Reduced horizontal moisture transport by changes in the horizontal winds 490 
contributes significantly to the local rainfall reduction over central Sahel (Fig. 8d). This is 491 
mainly due to a reduction of the southerly flow, as demonstrated in a further split of this 492 
term into contributions from zonal and meridional wind (not shown). Evaporation 493 
decreases between 15°N and 20°N (Fig. 8e), primarily in association with the reduced 494 
soil moisture; warmer temperatures here would tend to increase evaporation, but 495 
evaporation over the Sahel semi-arid region is moisture- rather than temperature-limited. 496 
This is in contrast to West Africa along 10°N, where surface warming actually increases 497 
evaporation. 498 
b. Processes of the Sahel rainfall reduction  499 
Three major processes of the Sahel rainfall reduction are suggested from the above 500 
analysis. The first is the “direct moisture effect”, the change in vertical moisture transport 501 
due to anomalous specific humidity. This effect has been proposed previously by Chou 502 
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and Neelin (2004) to explain the tropical precipitation response to global warming; they 503 
demonstrated that an increase in gross moisture stratification due to low-level moisture 504 
increases with global warming leads to increased rainfall in climatological convergence 505 
regions, as part of the rich-get-richer mechanism. In our cooling simulation, the direct 506 
moisture effect acts in the opposite way by decreasing rainfall in convective regions, or 507 
rich-get-poor (Fig. 8a). The decrease in specific humidity comes about partly due to the 508 
tropospheric cooling in vicinity of the Sahel that makes the atmosphere hold less 509 
moisture, and partly as a result of circulation changes. 510 
The second process, the change in the vertical moisture transport due to 511 
anomalous vertical wind, also contributes significantly to Sahel rainfall reduction. This 512 
term is a dynamic feedback associated with a reduction of low-level moisture content 513 
(Chou and Neeling 2004). An analysis of the local MSE budget (not shown) following 514 
Chou and Neelin (2004) reveals both an increase of moist stability due to drying and an 515 
increase of dry instability due to low-level warming. The former overtakes the latter, 516 
resulting to a more stable atmosphere, consistent with the weakened convection. 517 
The third process is related to the monsoon flow. Cooling over the Sahara reduces 518 
the land-sea contrast in the West African monsoon regime, leading to a positive pressure 519 
anomaly in the Sahara and a weakening of the meridional pressure gradient (Fig. 2f). The 520 
southwesterly monsoon flow carrying moisture inland from the Gulf of Guinea is reduced 521 
accordingly, while dry air advection from the Sahara to the Sahel increases (Fig 4e); 522 
these lead to the moisture transport changes due to anomalous horizontal wind seen in 523 
Fig. 8d.  524 
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In addition to the three main processes, reduced evaporation over the Sahel plays 525 
a significant role in reducing rainfall. This presumably arises from a soil-moisture 526 
feedback – a positive feedback loop is set up once decreased precipitation reduces soil 527 
moisture, which in turn weakens evaporation and thus lower-tropospheric moisture 528 
available for precipitation. The evaporation effect is more restricted to the northern part 529 
of the rainfall reduction, presumably because soil moisture is a greater limiting factor for 530 
precipitation close to the Sahel-Sahara transition. On the other hand, toward the Guinea 531 
Coast the increased evaporation tends to enhance rainfall. 532 
Taken together, the Sahel rainfall reduction is associated with reduced specific 533 
humidity, reduced vertical flow and weaker monsoon flow, and reduced local 534 
evaporation. Those changes are consistent with the decreased land-sea contrast created by 535 
the cooling and consequent circulation change, and dynamic/thermodynamic feedbacks 536 
of the two. However, given that the moisture budget is a diagnostic analysis, no causal 537 
relationship should be drawn from the results before further mechanistic study is done. 538 
7.    Concluding notes  539 
a. Conclusion 540 
We investigate teleconnection mechanisms of how extratropical North Atlantic cooling 541 
reduces summertime rainfall over the Sahel, using simulations of atmospheric general 542 
circulation model (the NCAR Community Atmosphere Model version 3.5, CAM3.5) 543 
coupled with a slab ocean. The hypothesis we propose is that the extratropical North 544 
Atlantic influence is communicated to the Sahel through air temperatures over North 545 
Africa, and that the Sahel rainfall is a direct response to the temperatures. Forced by 2K 546 
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cooling in extratropical North Atlantic SST, the AGCM simulates surface cooling which 547 
spreads throughout the North Atlantic and surrounding continents, and penetrates into the 548 
Sahara (Fig. 2e). Rainfall decreased by more than 25% in the semi-arid Sahel area 549 
between 10°N and 20°N across Africa (Fig. 2d). Other climate signatures are linked to 550 
the cooling, including a low cloud cover increase in the extratropics (Fig. 3d), SLP 551 
increase (Fig. 2f) and humidity and MSE decrease (Fig. 3b and 3c) north of the Sahel, 552 
enhanced subsidence over the Sahara, and weakened upper level easterly jet and low 553 
level monsoon flow over the Sahel (Fig. 4). 554 
We then use a regional model – the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) 555 
model – to explicitly show that cold air anomalies over the Sahara can drive rainfall 556 
decreases over the Sahel. We apply cooling and related decreased geopotential height and 557 
humidity forcings derived from the GCM simulation as the northern lateral boundary 558 
condition in the WRF model, whose domain is set over Africa; the resulting changes to 559 
the Sahel rainfall and North African climate were broadly similar to the GCM response 560 
(Fig. 5). Our WRF simulation thus strongly bolsters our hypothesis that the Sahel rainfall 561 
changes in the GCM forced with extratropical North Atlantic cooling result from large-562 
scale cooling to the tropospheric temperatures north of the Sahel. 563 
Our analysis suggests that the teleconnection is mediated by the advection of 564 
anomalously cold, dry air from the extratropical North Atlantic to North Africa (Fig. 7). 565 
Climatological midlatitude westerlies bring low MSE air from the extratropics to North 566 
Africa, where the MSE is further reduced by increased (decreased) import of cold (wet) 567 
air by anomalous northerlies. This ventilation effect removes heat from land and thus 568 
hinders convection, as shown in Chou et al. (2001). We also find that the Tropical North 569 
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Atlantic, which also cools in response to the extratropical North Atlantic cooling, 570 
augments the Sahel drying; but this feedback response is relatively small.  571 
We find that radiative feedbacks also augment the teleconnection. A radiative 572 
kernel (Shell et al. 2008; Soden et al. 2008) analysis on our simulation show that the 573 
positive cloud shortwave feedback considerably enhances the cooling in the extratropics, 574 
in particular over the North Atlantic, while positive moisture longwave feedbacks 575 
dominates in the tropics (Fig. 6). It suggests that these feedbacks are able to leverage the 576 
effects of extratropical North Atlantic cooling: specifically, increased low clouds form 577 
over the extratropical North Atlantic in response to the imposed surface cooling could 578 
have led to over a 2K uniform drop in atmospheric temperature, if no negative feedback 579 
or horizontal heat convergence were present (Fig. 6g); Decreases in tropospheric specific 580 
humidity reduce the associated greenhouse effect – this cooling is specifically effective in 581 
acting remotely from the North Atlantic (Fig. 6h).  582 
Finally, we analyze the vertically-integrated moisture budget over the Sahel, 583 
following Chou and Neelin (2004) and Chou et al. (2009), to explore the link between the 584 
contiguous cooling and the Sahel rainfall response. The decreased Sahel rainfall was 585 
primarily balanced by the direct moisture effect, stability increase, and monsoon 586 
weakening, processes that were tied to the ambient cooling and resulting circulation 587 
changes (Fig. 8). Positive feedbacks between soil moisture and precipitation also 588 
contributed to the rainfall reduction. These analyses explicitly link the rainfall reduction 589 
to the cooling, but do not assign causality. 590 
Our analysis demonstrates the plausibility of the atmosphere-mediated mechanism 591 
for the propagation of cooling, and the key factors in maintaining the teleconnection once 592 
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it is set up. However, more work is required to develop and test the teleconnection 593 
mechanism. An examination of the evolution of transient radiative feedbacks, 594 
atmospheric circulation and related energy transport, and the interaction of the two after 595 
the onset of the extratropical North Atlantic cooling, would be useful in this regard.  596 
b. Relevance to the 20th century Sahel Drought  597 
The proposed teleconnection mechanism may be relevant to the recent Sahel 598 
drought that occurred in the late 1960’s (e.g. Nicholson 1979; Folland et al. 1986). 599 
Various sources including greenhouse gases, anthropogenic aerosols, SSTs, and local 600 
land changes are linked to the Sahel drought (e.g. Folland et al. 1986; Folland et al. 1991; 601 
Xue and Jagadish 1993; Rowell et al. 1995; Fontaine et al. 1998; Rotstayn and Lohmann 602 
2002; Bader and Latif 2003; Giannini et al. 2003; Biasutti and Giannini 2006; Held et al. 603 
2006; Hoerling et al. 2006; Zhou et al. 2008; Kawase et al. 2010; Liu and Chiang 2012), 604 
among which SSTs, in particular over the Atlantic, have been shown to play a key role. 605 
Folland et al. (1986) showed that the onset of the Sahel drought was tied to an 606 
interhemispheric SST gradient with cooling in the Northern Hemisphere and warming in 607 
the Southern Hemisphere, particularly in the Atlantic. Apart from the gradient, a striking 608 
feature related to the drought is intense cooling in high-latitude North Atlantic. The effect 609 
of this SST pattern in drying the Sahel has been confirmed in subsequent studies (Folland 610 
et al. 1991; Rowell et al. 1995; Fontaine et al. 1998). Liu and Chiang (2012) specifically 611 
showed that the Sahel drought is tied to cooling over Eurasia and North Africa, and both 612 
the drought and cooling are a consistent climate signature with the observed extratropical 613 
North Atlantic SST drop in the late 1960’s. This linkage suggests that the paleo-scenario 614 
that extratropical North Atlantic cooling leads to a Sahel rainfall reduction also applies to 615 
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the twentieth century. The current study may shed light on the mechanism of 616 
teleconnection from the North Atlantic to the Sahel in modern climate. 617 
 618 
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Fig. 1 July through September anomalies from a Community Atmosphere Model 3–slab 767 
ocean simulation, where a 30 W m−2 cooling is applied to the slab ocean in the 768 
midlatitude North Atlantic. Both control and cooling simulations were 30 years long, and 769 
the anomalies are derived from the last 20 years. (a) Temperature (shaded; K) and 770 
precipitation (gray contour; interval is 0.5 mm per day, and dashed lines are negative). (b) 771 
Sea-level pressure (shaded; millibars) and lowest-level wind anomalies (reference vector 772 
is 5 m s−1; only anomalies exceeding 1 m s−1 in magnitude shown). The images show the 773 
hemispheric impact of North Atlantic cooling and resulting modification of the tropical 774 
circulation. Adopted from Chiang and Friedman (2012)  775 
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 776 
Fig. 2 July through September averaged precipitation (upper panels; mm/day), surface 777 
temperature (middle panels; K) and sea level pressure (lower panels; hPa). Left column: 778 
difference of observed precipitation and reanalysis surface temperature and SLP between 779 
Sahara cold years (1979, 1981, 1984, 1985, 1992, 1993, 1996-1997) and Sahara warm 780 
years (1998-1999, 2001-2003, 2005-2006, 2008). Right column: control run (contour) 781 
and anomalies in the cooling minus control run (shading), in the AGCM simulation using 782 
CAM3.5 coupled with a slab ocean model with 2K cooling prescribed in between 45°-783 
39 
60° over North Atlantic. Both observation and model simulation show Sahel rainfall 784 
reduction, and broad cooling and a SLP increase over Sahara. The color bar for each row 785 
is relevant to both panels of the row. The black box denotes the plotted domain of WRF 786 
simulation in Fig. 5a-5c. Observations and reanalysis data source: precipitation, GPCP 787 
combined precipitation data, developed and computed by the NASA/Goddard Space 788 
Flight Center's Laboratory for Atmospheres as a contribution to the GEWEX Global 789 
Precipitation Climatology Project (Adler et al. 2003); Surface temperature and SLP: 790 
NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 1 (Kalnay et al. 1996).   791 
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 792 
Fig. 3 July through September averaged (a) mean tropospheric temperature (K), (b) mean 793 
tropospheric specific humidity (g/kg), (c) mean tropospheric moist static energy (kJ), (d) 794 
low cloud coverage (fraction) and (e) high cloud coverage (fraction) in the CAM3.5 795 




Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for pressure-level vertical profile of (a) air temperature (K), (b) 799 
specific humidity (g/kg), (c) pressure velocity (Pa/s), (d) zonal wind (m/s) and (e) 800 
meridional wind (m/s). All fields are averaged between 10°W and 30°E. Regions of no 801 
data (topography) are left blank. 802 
803 
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  804 
Fig. 5. July-August averaged climate over Africa for the control run (contour) and 805 
anomalies in the experiment (shading) of the WRF simulation with temperature, 806 
geopotential height and relative humidity anomalies from the AGCM cooling runs forced 807 
at the northern boundary of the domain. (a) – (c), surface fields: (a) precipitation 808 
(mm/day), (b) surface temperature (K) and (c) surface pressure (hPa). Only portion of the 809 
domain north of the equator is shown for clarity. (d) – (f), pressure-level vertical profile 810 
of wind component: (d) vertical velocity (multiplied by -1 in accordance with the sign of 811 
pressure vertical velocity; m/s), (e) zonal wind (m/s) and (f) meridional wind (m/s). All 812 
vertical profiles are averaged from 10° W to 30° E and the plots are extended to 40°N to 813 
have the same scale as in Fig. 4. Regions of no data (topography and north of 30°N in the 814 
plots for vertical profiles) are blank. The WRF cooling simulation generally simulates the 815 
Sahel rainfall reduction, and associated temperature, pressure, and circulation changes as 816 




Fig. 6 July through September average of TOA Energy flux anomalies due to the 819 
feedback of (a) cloud shortwave, (b) moisture longwave, (c) cloud longwave, (d) surface 820 
and air temperature longwave, (e) total cloud and (f) total with the exception of 821 
temperature, and of partial temperature anomalies due to (g) total cloud feedback and (h) 822 
longwave moisture feedback, in the CAM3.5 simulation. The color bar for (a) – (f) is to 823 
the right of panel (f), and for (g) – (h) is to the right of panel (h). The units for (a) – (f) 824 
are W m-2 and for (g) – (h) are K. The figures show that positive cloud (moisture) 825 
feedbacks strongly augment the cooling in extratropics (tropics)  826 
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 827 
Fig. 7 July through September average of vertically integrated horizontal MSE advection 828 
anomalies in the CAM3.5 simulation (unit: W m-2). (a) total anomaly, (b) the anomaly 829 
related to the climatological flow from the control run, (c) the anomaly related to 830 
anomalous flow. Arrows are 925mb mean flow (b) and anomalous flow (c) (unit: m/s). 831 
The figure shows that the advection of low MSE air cools North Africa.  832 
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 833 
Fig. 8 July through September average of vertically-integrated moisture budget 834 
anomalies in the CAM3.5 simulation. Contour: total precipitation anomaly. Shading: (a) 835 
vertical moisture transport anomaly due to anomalous moisture, (b) horizontal moisture 836 
transport anomaly due to anomalous moisture, (c) vertical moisture transport anomaly 837 
due to anomalous vertical wind, (d) horizontal moisture transport anomaly due to 838 
anomalous horizontal wind and (e) evaporation anomaly. The unit is W m-2. Contour 839 
interval: 5 W m-2. The color bar for all panels is at the bottom of panel (e) 840 
